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Abstract. This paper is concerned with single server queues having 
LCFS service discipline. We give a condition to hold an invariance 
relation between time and customer average queue length distributions in 
the queues. The relation is a generalization of that in an ordinary 
GI/M/1 queue. We compare the queue length distributions for different 
single server queues with finite waiting space under the same arrival 
process and service requirement distribution of customer and derive 
invariance relations among them. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, the study of relations between characteristics in a 
queueing model and ordering relations among characteristics in different 
queueing models has been developed. 

For  the latter, see, for example, Stoyan (1983). As typical examples of 
the former, many relations between time and customer averages of quanti- 
ties in queues have been derived based on the theory of point processes (see 
e.g., Miyazawa (1979, 1983) and Franken et al. (1981)). The relations were 
called "invariance relations" by Miyazawa (1983). In this paper we call 
both the relations between time and customer averages of quantities in a 
queue and the relations (not ordering) among characteristics such as queue 
length and sojourn time distributions in different queues "invariance 
relations." 

This paper is concerned with single server queues having last-come- 
first-served (LCFS) service discipline in the steady state. Yamazaki (1984) 
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